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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to discuss about compactor felt, it’s over view, 
discuss about different brand analysis and comparison. In today’s world textile 
industry is occupied as a large sector, where fabric finishing and maintain fabric 
quality is a great challenge. In the finishing section, a compactor machine 
performs the final task of compaction, heat setting, weight in Gram per Square 
Meter (GSM), dimensional stability and other property control. To accomplish 
these important tasks mainly compactor felt is responsible, so it is very important 
to get a crystal clear idea on compactor felt. For this purpose, this review paper 
is so helpful. After reading this paper if anyone wants, they can also research 
on felt properties in depth and work on it to improve felt quality in future, as this 
paper would provide a basic concept.

Keywords: Albany international; Bowoo; Compactor felt; Dolfuss & muller; 
Needled felt; Nomex; Polyester

and distributing heat evenly [4].

Compactor felt
Compactor felt is an endless needled felt, which is consist of 

polyamide, polyester and wool. It has the ability of withstand a high 
amount of heat during the compaction process and a very smooth 
surface. In the compaction unit, the knit fabric comes in contact with 
the felt surface [5].

Main elements of a compacting felt
Felt was initially produced from natural wool. Then it gradually 

shifted to any synthetic fibers like polyester or blends and then to high 
performance fibers. But when we are about to make an endless felt 
belt for a compacting machine we must consider the properties that is 
relevant to the compacting process. 

Nomex is used on the surface layer since it has some outstanding 
properties like high heat resistence, tearing strength, non-flammable 
and so on. Polyester and wool is used on the bottom layer. So mostly 
compactor felt is three ply felt, if needed it can be moderated. Now 
as we know Kevlar and Nomex both belong to aramid fiber group, 
but we use Nomex fiber for compactor felt instead of Kevlar. It’s 
because of the heat resistance property [6]. Generally, Kevlar shows 
heat resistance up to 480ºC, where as Nomex shows up to 280ºC 
and Polyester up to 180ºC. In compactor machine, the temperature 
doesn’t go above 280ºC. Therefore, a mixture of Nomex and Polyester 
ply is sufficient for compactor felt to withstand the heat generated in 
the compaction process. Hence, Kevlar felt is not required [7].

General characteristics of compactor felt
The compactors are to be manufactured from aramid /poly 

amid/wool. Aramid is used since the aramid surface can provide 
high temperature resistance up to 190ºC long lifetime. A standard 
Specification is, working temperature-230ºC (100% Nomex), 
thickness 18 to 22 mm, Inner circumference 2000 to 6000 mm, width 
<3200mm, weight-8000g/m2 (20mm thick). Nomex can be used in the 

Introduction
There is a great importance of this paper in the field of textile 

industries since, compactor felt plays a significant role to run the 
machines. This is an overview of compactor felt, which plays a 
very important role in the field of fabric finishing process in textile 
industries. After the entire dying process, the knit fabrics are sent to 
the finishing section where compactor machine occupies in the last. 
A compactor machine performs some important functions such as 
controlling fabric’s dimensional stability, shrinkage control, weight 
in Gram per Square Meter (GSM) control, heat setting etc [1]. The 
component which has a vital role in this total compaction process 
is the felt. A compactor usually has two felt unit .The endless felt is 
wrapped around a heated cylinder along with the support of 3 to 4 
idle rollers. Among the factors that affect the compaction process, felt 
type and quality is a major one [2]. Therefore, it is very important for 
anyone who is related to textile sector to know about each and every 
detail regarding a compactor felt. This article will give a detail over 
view about the felt types, its manufacturing process, raw materials, 
lifetime, and impacts on fabric and world best felt manufacturers [3]. 
After going through this writing, it will be easier to determine the best 
quality felt and compare between different felt types. If an individual 
doesn’t learn about the details of raw materials used in an endless 
felt, their properties and how they are connected to the finished knit 
fabric quality, will not be able to work further on knit fabric quality 
improvement. From this perspective, it’s going to be a very beneficial 
one. 

Overview
Felt

Felt is a textile material, which can be endless or open, produced 
by matting fibers, condensing and pressing them together. Wool fiber 
was initially used for producing felt, but now synthetic fibers like 
polyester, high performance fibers like polyamide are being used for 
better-felt performance. Felt has an outstanding property of holding 
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ratio of 100%, 50%, 30%. As Nomex percentage decreases, polyester 
ratio will increase and temperature resistance will decrease [8].

Felt Manufacturing Process
Felt can be made in different methods. Mostly two used methods 

are – pressed felt method needle punch method.

Pressed felt 
This is the most common type and the oldest one. Initially 

basic wool felts were made in this process. In this method, fibers 
are compressed by using heat and moisture causing the fibers to 
interlock with each other. Heat, moisture, motion and pressure are 
the main factors here. Along with wool, other synthetic or blend 
of synthetic fibers can be used. Both wool and polyester ply can be 
processed following this method. This method is cheap than needle 
punching process but comparatively process thick web. Since we can 
produce our wool/polyester ply in this process and then use in final 
felt production, this is why this method has been described briefly as 
well [9].

•	 At first different grades of wool, bales arrive and they are 
mixed according to the category we want.

•	 Then the bales are sent for breaking, it kind of works like 
cotton bale breaker machine. 

•	 There is a rotating comb that helps to card the fibers from 
the bale, align them into very fine layers, which are called batts. Batts 
are actually fluffy webs. (Figure 1) shows fluffy web formation.

•	 The batts are layered over one another by a conveyor, further 
those web layers are pressed together to get a desired thickness.

•	 Then the layered batts are covered with a wetted canvas, 
steam is applied. This wetted canvas helps to prevent the steam from 
escaping. The steam is given so that the fibers open up their scale 
structure. It helps later to be entangled with each other.

•	 Then there is a oscillating plate in the machine, this plate 
presses the batts, keeps vibrating .Steam is also applied. So the 
combination of steam, pressure, plate movement and moisture helps 
the fibers to entangle with each other and form a felt. (Figure 2) shows 
Oscillating plate and steam apply.

•	 For some special use, the felt is processed further. Hot 
water is sprayed on felt and hardened to get even more compact 
better quality felt.

•	 Irregular edges of the felt are cut by a selvedge cutter. The 
felt is dried and pressed to ensure a uniform thickness.

•	 The final product is delivered in roll form. (Figure 3) shows 
final product (felt) in roll form.

Needle felt
Needle punch method is most popular all around the world. The 

felts used in compacting zone are made in this method, because it 
produces more compact, solid web. The machine contains thousands 
of needles that continuously stab the fibers, grab and pull them to 
intermesh with each other [10]. Needle felt process has been described 
briefly:

•	 At first we will take bale of polyester / aramid fiber or any 
fiber we want. Then feed it in feeder conveyor belt.

•	 Then a rotating bed with thousands of protruding spikes 
takes the fiber from feeder conveyor and rotates along with the fiber. 
There is another spiked conveyor but it rotates in different direction. 
The spikes of opposite rotating direction grab and pull the fibers. As 
a result, the bale fibers get carded and individualized. (Figure 4-6) 
shows Conveyor with protruding spikes for carding process.

•	 Fibers are loosened up and here is a magnetic metal detector, 
it collects if there are any metals running with the fiber. (Figure 7) 
shows Conveyor with protruding spikes for carding process.

•	 Now the fibers will enter into a series of pinned roller, they 
rotate in different direction so the fibers can be more aligned. This 
creates a uniform web of fluff.

•	 Then this fluffy web goes over a cross lapper, it is basically a 
system of conveyors that move back and forth to fold up the formed 
webs neatly.

•	 Then this layered webs travel between rollers, where the 
layers get squeezed to a thickness of little more than a centimeter.

•	 Thousands of needles repeatedly stab the compressed web Figure 1: Batt (fluffy web formation).

Figure 2: Oscillating plate and steam apply.

Figure 3: Final product (felt) in roll form.
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to entangle the fibers.

•	 Each needle has 9 or more barbs that help in enmeshing the 
fibers in the web.

•	 It eventually transforms the compacted fluff into a felt. 
Then the formed felt is wound on to a roller and ready for further 
process.

Now 3 ply or more number of plies are subsequently entangled by 
needle punching. But now the longer needles are used. Continuous 
needle punching makes several plies a single sheet. The smoothness 
and better surface quality depends on the number of needle punch.

For endless felt the needle, punching is done in a special way at the 
edge. Hard treatment can be done or other treatments are executed as 
per the requirements.

Effect of Felt on Finished Fabric in a 
Compactor Machine

Felt is constructed in such a way that it can spread temperature 
uniformly. In a compactor machine, particularly in the compacting 
zone the heat is supposed to be spread uniformly all over the fabric 
surface in order to execute the compaction process more precisely. 
Nothing can be a better option than felt for this purpose. So the 
endless felt is installed around the heated cylinder and the fabric 
passes between them. The felt belt holds the heat and makes it to the 
maximum so that the fabric can get compacted well. Moreover, it 
can also protect the fabric from any possible spots caused by uneven 
distribution of heat.

Reason behind using aramid (Nomex)
As we know the main purpose of a compactor machine is to pre-

shrink the fabric to give it a permanent stability to stop any further 
shrinkage during the washing process of a garment [11]. The aramid 
felt has that ability to facilitate this effect. Aramid felts can improve 
the fabric handle. If we at a glance see the compaction process again, 
we can see that in the compaction process the amount of shrinkage 
required is between 2% to 10%.This shrinkage is supposed to be 
given mechanically on both side of the fabric. For this purpose the 
machine uses two consecutive endless felt along with temperature 
(110-160ºC/280-320ºF) and steam pressure. For heat setting process it 
can be carried out under (180-200ºC/350-400ºF). So it’s very evident 
that the endless felt is always in contact with the heated cylinder 
and supposed to face a huge amount of heat every time the machine 
run. Under this circumstance aramid felt is a very good option to 
withstand high temperature, as its heat resistance property is good. 

Aramid fiber is a high performance fiber providing some outstanding 
properties that easily facilitate the compacting felt characteristics.

Renowned Felt Manufacturer’s World Wide
Among hundreds of manufacturers, the companies that deserve 

to be appreciated for their tremendous contribution in textile field for 
felt manufacturing are mainly Dolfus & muller, Albany international, 
Bowoo. World best compactor machines like Ferraro, Lafer, Santex 
etc use their felts.

Albany international
They use high quality materials and latest technology for serving 

their valued customers. Some of their esteemed customers are 
Ferraro, Lafer, Albrecth, Monti Antonio, Muzzi. They have different 
felt models with different structure and property. Figure 5 shows 
Albany compactor felt.

Knitted fabric compaction heat-setting felt:

•	 B-SAN/2-Weight is 6.5-8.5 g/m2, thickness is 160-200 mm, 
Temperature is 180ºC. 

•	 B-SAN/3-Weight is 9g/m2, thickness is 210mm, Structure is 
endless needled felt with woven base fabric.

Properties: B-SAN/2 and B-SAN/3 has same properties.

The felt has a very smooth surface. It shows a very excellent heat 
resistance to high temperature. This felt has even thickness, which 
is also important. It provides excellent compaction effect. It is long 
lasting and economical.

B-SAN XY5113-Weight is 6g/m2, Thickness is 120-140 mm.

B-SAN XY5115-Weight is 6.7g/m2, Thickness is 1160 mm.

B-SAN XY5120-Weight is 8.5g/m2, Thickness is 180-200 mm.

B-SAN XY5122-Weight is 10g/m2, Thickness is 200-220 mm.

Properties: B-SAN XYZ5113, B-SAN XYZ5115, B-SAN 
XYZ5120, B-SAN XYZ5122 all these models are Nomex-synthetic 
composed endless needled felt with base woven fabric [13]. They have 
same properties, such as even thickness, adequate heat resistance, 
Shows excellent compaction effect and Working economy.

Albany felt manufacturing technique: Albany international 
manufacture follows the needled felt “sandwich” technique. 
According to this process the felt structure is consist of-needled batt 
with base fabric [14]. This structure makes the felt structure even 

Figure 4: Conveyor with protruding spikes for carding process.
Figure 5: Albany compactor felt [12].
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more strong, stable and resilient. They consider three factors, i.e. 
(application of felts, cost and machinery used) while choosing the felt 
materials, felt design and manufacturing parameters [15].

Woven base fabric: Albany international runs the whole 
needling process on a base fabric, which is previously woven (can be 
open or tubular). As a result, this woven base fabric provides a good 
mechanical strength to the final felt structure [16].

Material used: They needle different kinds of fibers like 
polyamide, polyester, recycled fibers, and high tech fibers like Nomex.

Needling machine: The needling machine has a needle board 
(5000-6000 needles per board) which is in downward orientation. 
The main principle is the needle board will move up and down so 
the needles can easily penetrate into the layer of fibers that is already 
pre-combed [17]. This mechanical action of needles actually helps the 
fibers to entangle with each other and also brings the fibers to the felt 
core (woven base) and link with it [18].

Finishing process: Albany international also follows the process 
of finishing obtaining desired thickness and surface smoothness [19]. 
In their finishing process they include Washing, Stress relieving, Heat 
setting, Buffing, Cutting to width.

Felt quality: Albany felt quality ensures the quality of the woven 
fabrics. With the best quality felt, it will provide the best possible 
stability, strength and resilience of the felt. For this particular reason 
every felt manufacturers have their own weave as well as the Albany 
international has the same [20].

Quality of needled fibers: The felt quality depends on which type 
of fibers are being needled. Usually for compactor felt Nomex fibers 
are needled which gives the best quality felt.

In recent technology along with the synthetic fibers, natural 
fibers like wool are also added. But in this case, the percentage of 

wool is an important factor [21]. If the ratio of wool is more than 
30%, a large part of it breaks down by the needle strokes and the 
mechanical strength falls. Again to get better quality felt, the tuning 
of the needling machine with forward speed of layers and penetrates 
the depth of needles; all three has to be precisely maintained and 
undoubtedly it is a difficult task [22].

In the market where, most of the felts are needled straight away 
on the fabric, whereas Albany international uses pre-needled base 
fabric which gives better resilience [23]. This is why the cross section 
of Albany international felts show small layer of fibers between each 
base fabric.

Metal detection: While manufacturing dense and thick felts it is 
possible that the needles break into the felt. But Albany International 
always ensures safety and felt quality. So they have metal detectors in 
two different phases. After the presence of broken needle is ensured, 
the needles are removed manually.

BOWOO
Bowoo was established in 1988 and successfully manufacturing 

endless felt for textiles as well as other sectors since then. Some of 
their esteemed customers are Ferraro, Sperotto, Rimer, Santex, Lafer, 
Monforts, Bianco, Fong’s etc. (Figure 6) shows Bowoo felts.

Material: Bowoo manufactures felts using Nomex (meta aramid), 
polyester, and wool.

Working temperature: The working temperature is related with 
the percentage of raw material used. 

NOMEX 100%: 230ºC-Heat compacting machine.

Nomex 50% (surface) + Polyester 50%: 180oC-Heat compacting 
machine.

Nomex 30% (surface) + Polyester 70%: 150oC-Steam compacting 
machine.

Polyester 100%: 150ºC-Steam compacting machine. 

On customer demand, Bowoo also moderates the dimension of 
the felt. (Table 1) shows the details chart of different felt types.

Dolfus and muller 
They provide very high quality felt in market. Their felt type, felt 

specification, working parameter, machine in which their felt is used 
are provided in the following (Table 1).

Dollfus & Muller presented its latest compacting felt for textiles 
finishing with major progresses on the market against the prevailing 
products. These felts are at present available from the last few decades 
in diverse conditions in Bangladesh.

The compactor is basically prepared with two steam compartments 
and two felts. Most of them are steam-heated but several are furnished 
with a thermo-oil tempering system to process the artificial fabrics. 
(Figure 7) shows endless felts for compacting machines and calendars.

Conclusions
Textile industry is a huge sector, where there are more things to 

know. This paper will facilitate people to have an elaborate idea on 
compactor felt. Due to insufficient knowledge about compactor felt 

Figure 6: Bowoo felts types [24].

Figure 7: Endless felts for compacting machines and calendars [25].
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many people face huge trouble to maintain the fabric quality and 
effective costing. This paper will help people in future to have a clear 
concept on felt specification and to choose the right type of felt for 
their compactor machine.
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